SESSION 11:30
Contested and polarized issues –
how to communicate complexity?

#Focali2020

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jul/04/planting-billions-trees-best-tackle-climate-crisis-scientists-canopy-emissions

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/12/opinion/trump-climate-change-trees.html
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/09/planting-1trillion-trees-save-the-planet-sustainability/

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/10/the-bestway-to-restore-forests-could-be-to-let-nature-takeits-course/?fbclid=IwAR1_qfZj0jDxSohBTJtTdnR29vSt59KIyHrbhvwHn1l7i5Gy3uRdOcy3dQ

https://earth.stanford.edu/news/when-planting-trees-threatens-forest#gs.kddx01

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-53138178

https://www.wired.com/story/is-it-better-to-plant-trees-or-let-forests-regrow-naturally/?fbclid=IwAR3Wk2n-4ltFZ4Ya1cwYYFTughry9Op2b4t9vnztGIsSf2O42s5E5FN0AYE

https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2005/07/28/down-with-trees

Paper
Luyssaert et al. 2018, Nature

• Carbon sequestration trade-offs with non-CO2 radiative and non-radiative forcing
Take away for action: do not over-rely on trees for climate change action in Europe

Staal et al. 2020, Nature Communications

Press release: As emissions grow, more parts of the Amazon are likely to dry out
• Amazon forest lose resilience under severe climate change
• Congo forest is bistable -> natural regrowth unlikely
Take away for action: need to avoid severe climate change and deforestation

Hildebrand et al. 2020, Nature Ecology and Evolution

Press release: “No safe operating space”
• Discontinuities not found in analyses averaged across single-variable pressureresponse curves
Take away for action: context-specific policy making needed

Popular press
The Economist

• Trees are bad
Take away for action: don’t plant trees?
Feeling: confusion? distrust of science given repeatedly contrary messages?
Missed learning opportunity: context-dependent climate outcomes?
The Guardian

• Imminent danger of forest tipping
Take away for action: already doomed, no need for action?
Feeling: despair? distrust of science when Amazon is not observed disappear?
Missed learning opportunity: Hysteresis, bistability, the state of Congo forest?
Silicon Republic

• Tipping points do not exist anywhere in the Earth system
Take away for action: don’t talk about or act on “tipping points”?
Feeling: confusion? distrust of science given repeatedly contrary messages?
Missed learning opportunity: thresholds, scales, and policy making under uncertainty?

Dangers: Wrong (and dangerous!) actions - Missed learning - Science distrust - Polluted discussion climate – Waste of time

Why lost in translation?
• Definitions and terminology
• “Bistability” = “near tipping point”?!
• “Discontinuity” = “threshold” = “tipping point” = “Safe operating space” ?!

• Context dependent statements
• “In around 40 percent of the Amazon, the rainfall is now at a level where the forest could exist in either state –
rainforest or savanna”

• Context of study, scale mismatch, and overgeneralization
• What can be said about “climate tipping points” without capturing the multi-driver large-scale dynamics of those
systems?

• Assumptions and aspects considered
• Did the study provide evidence that “tipping point” harm environmental policy-making?

• Uncertainty and likelihood
• Not communicated

…

Willful misinterpretation, genuine misunderstanding, and lack of space/time.

